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ABSTRACT 

Objective: Mitochondria are the powerhouse of the cell. Mitochondrial DNA is more susceptible to oxidative damage due to the lack of histone 
protein and chromatin structure. The alteration in the level of gene expression in cytochrome c oxidase gene is associated with cancer. The 
expression of coxiii gene was found to be lower in human colonic carcinoma. However, a systematic analysis of codon usage in human mitochondrial 
protein-coding genes has not been reported yet. This study gives an insight into the understanding of the pattern of codon usage and expression in 
human mitochondrial genes.  

Methods: We used a bioinformatics approach to analyse the codon usage parameters by using bioinformatics tools like an effective number of 
codons (ENC), codon adaptation index (CAI), relative synonymous codon usage (RSCU) etc. 

Results: The comparison of codon usage pattern among different mitochondrial genes suggests that mitochondrial genes have a lower level of 
codon usage bias and high expression level. Highly significant positive correlation between ENC and GC3 (r=0.782**, p<0.01), nucleobases C and C3 
(r=0.655*, p<0.05), GC and GC3 (r=0.690**, p<0.01) suggest that mutation pressure played an important role in codon usage bias. Highly significant 
positive correlation was found between ENC and CAI (r=0.762**

Conclusion: Mutation pressure is found to play major roles in shaping the low bias in the protein-coding genes of human mitochondrial DNA, 
although codon usage bias is weak. The over-represented and under-represented codons are used to increase or decrease the expression level. In 
addition, codon usage bias has influenced the gene expression in human mitochondrial genes. 

, p<0.01). The over-represented codons are TCA, TCC, CTA, CTC, CAA, CGC, TGA, ATA, 
AAA, GTA, GCC, GAA and GGC while the under-represented codons are TCG, AGT, CTG, CCG, CAG, CGT, ACG, AAT, GTG, GAT, GGG and ATG.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In the genetic code, there are 64 codons, which encode 20 standard 
amino acids and termination signals, with all its amino acids being 
encoded by two to six synonymous codons. Synonymous codons that 
encode the same amino acid do not show the same frequency in 
coding sequences and during the translation of gene to protein, the 
unequal usage of synonymous codons in coding sequences is the 
codon usage bias (CUB) [1]. CUB exists in an extensive variety of 
organisms, from prokaryotes to even multicellular eukaryotes [2, 3]. 
The pattern of the usage of the codon usually differs among the genes 
of an organism and also among the different organisms [4]. In few 
prokaryotes and unicellular eukaryotes, CUB is influenced by the 
equilibrium between mutation bias and natural selection [5, 6]. It has 
been found that in some prokaryotes and mammals having high AT or 
GC contents, codon usage variation is mainly influenced by the 
mutational pressure[7]. However, in the case of Drosophila, translational 
selection plays the important role in shaping codon usage pattern [8]. 

Since the beginning of genome sequencing of different organisms, 
analysis of codon usage bias has gained its renewed attention [9]. 
However, the analysis of CUB has many other important applied 
aspects, such as heterologous gene expression, prediction of gene 
expression level, determination of the origins of species, the design of 
degenerate primers, as well as the prediction of gene functions [10]. 

Mitochondrial genome (about 16.6kb) is a covalently closed-circular 
and a double-helical molecule which encodes two rRNAs, 22 tRNAs 
and 13 polypeptides which are involved in respiration [11]. As the 
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) possesses no histones as well as no 
introns, hence it is found to be more prone to oxidative damage due 
to reactive oxygen species (ROS) which are produced as a by-
product of electron transport system (ETS) [12]. ETS is located in 
the inner membrane of mitochondria consisting of four respiratory 
enzyme complexes. These are complex I which contains seven 
subunits of respiratory enzyme, complex III contains one subunits, 
complex IV contains three subunits and complex V two subunits, 

whereas, the nuclear genes encode all other mitochondrial proteins 
involved in replication, transcription and translation of mtDNA [12]. 

Cancer, a group of diseases, is associated with abnormal continuous 
cell growth and spreads to other body parts. Various previous 
studies reported that cancer is caused by the mitochondrial 
dysfunction, where due to an impaired respiratory capacity, various 
tumors are formed 

In the present study, we have carried out analysis of the codon usage 
to elucidate the over and under-represented codons in 
mitochondrial protein-coding genes in order to understand the 
molecular mechanism along with functional conservation of gene 
expression during the period of evolution using several 
bioinformatics tools. 

[13]. It was also reported that the expression of 
these mitochondrial protein-coding genes increases in breast cancer, 
ovarian cancer, colon cancer and prostate cancer [14]. 

METHODS 

Availability of sequences data 

The coding sequence (cds) of mitochondrial DNA in human was 
retrieved from National Center for Biotechnology Information, USA 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/).  

Compositional properties 

The overall nucleotide composition (A, C, T and G %) and nucleotide 
composition in codon 3rd position, the overall GC % and the GC % at 
the 1st, 2nd and 3rd 

Synonymous codon usage bias indices 

position of codon were calculated. All the 
calculations were done using a Perl script developed by SC 
(Corresponding author). 

Some of the most relevant and widely used measures of codon usage 
bias analyzed in this study are discussed below.  
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Relative Synonymous Codon Usage (RSCU) 

Relative synonymous codon usage (RSCU) was calculated as the 
observed frequency of a codon divided by the expected frequency if 
all the synonymous codons of a particular amino acid are used 
equally. The RSCU is calculated as, 

1

1 ni

j

XijRSCUij
Xij

ni =

=

∑
 

where X ij is the frequency of occurrence of the jth codon for ith amino 
acid (any X ij with a value of zero is arbitrarily assigned a value of 
0.5), and ni is the number of codons for the ith amino acid (ith

The effective number of codons (ENC) is used to quantify the codon 
usage bias of a gene. ENC value ranges from 20 (when only one 
codon is used for each amino acid) to 61 (when all codons are used 
randomly). It is calculated as, 

 codon 
family) [15]. 

Effective number of Codons (ENC) 

 

Where Fk (k= 2, 3, 4, 6) is the mean of Fk values for the k-fold 
degenerate amino acids [16].  

Codon adaptation index (CAI) 

The codon adaptation index (CAI) is a very extensively used measure 
of gene expression. CAI values range from 0 to 1; with higher values 

indicating a higher proportion of the most abundant codons. The CAI 
is calculated as, 

 

where ωk is the relative adaptiveness of the kth codon, and L is the 
number of synonymous codons in the gene [15]. 

Statistical analysis 

Correlation analysis was done to identify the relationship between 
overall nucleotide composition and each base at 3rd

Software used 

 position of the 
codon. All the statistical analyses were done using the SPSS software 
21(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). 

A novel software developed by Prof (Dr) Supriyo Chakraborty 
(corresponding author), using Perl script was used to calculate all 
the codon usage bias parameters used in the present study. 

RESULTS 

Nucleotide composition 

The bases C and A, occurred more frequently than T and G, in the13 
protein-coding genes of mitochondrial genomes. At the third codon 
position C, occurred most frequently, while G was the least (fig 1). 
The overall nucleotide composition and the nucleotide composition 
at the third codon position in mitochondrial genomes suggest that 
the codon usage pattern of this genome might be influenced by the 
compositional constraint supporting the result of Butt et. al. [17]. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Distribution of nucleotide composition 

 

It was found that from the fig. (fig 2), the overall GC content is lower 
than the GC content at the 1st and 3rdcodon position and the GC 
content at the 2nd 

 

codon position is the lowest among all. 

 

Fig. 2: GC content and its 1st, 2nd and 3rd

 

 codon position 

Codon usage pattern  

Relative synonymous codon usage (RSCU) values of 60 codons also 
supported the idea that mitochondrial protein-coding genes had a 

weak codon bias; this is because approximately half of the codons 
(26/60) were used more frequently. Further, RSCU values in 
mitochondrial protein-coding genes indicated that at the third codon 
position, A and C occurred most frequently. The over-represented and 
the under-represented codons (fig 3 and fig 4) which play a role in 
increasing or decreasing the gene expression level supporting the 
result of Carlini et. al. [18]. These lead us to hypothesize that in the 
codon usage pattern of mitochondrial protein-coding genes, the 
compositional constraint is an essential contributing factor supporting 
the result of Wei et. al. [19]. After combining the nucleotide 
composition and the RSCU analysis, we found that the compositional 
constraints mostly influenced the preferred codon’s selection, which 
strongly suggests the presence of mutational pressure. 

Relation between codon usage bias and gene expression level 

The ENC values of mitochondrial genes varied from 59 to 60, with a 
mean value of 56.21. This high ENC value indicates that in 
mitochondrial protein-coding genes, codon usage bias is weak and is 
maintained at a stable level. The mean CAI value for all mitochondrial 
genes was found to be 0.6729, which indicates that mitochondrial 
genes, in general, have a high expression level. To understand the 
nucleotide composition variation and codon selection for 
mitochondrial protein-coding genes, a correlation analysis was done 
between ENC and CAI. Significant positive correlation was found 
between ENC and CAI (r=0. 762**, p<0.01) (fig 5) which suggests a very 
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distinct relationship between codon usage bias and nucleotide 
composition for mitochondrial protein-coding genes [10]. 
 

 

Fig. 3: Frequency of over-represented codons 
 

 

Fig. 4: Frequency of under-represented codons 

 

Fig. 5: Relationship between ENC and CAI 

 

Mutation pressure affects the codon usage pattern  

To identify whether the evolution of pattern of codon usage in 
mitochondrial protein-coding genes had been driven alone by 
mutation pressure or also contributed by the natural selection, we 
compared the correlation between overall nucleotide composition 
(A%, T%, G%, C%, GC%) and nucleotide composition at the third 
position of codon (A3%, T3%, G3%, C3%, GC3%) using the 
Spearman’s rank correlation analysis (table 4). Significant positive 
correlation was found between ENC and GC3 (r=0.782**, p<0.01), 
nucleobases C and C3 (r=0.655*, p<0.05), GC and GC3 (r=0.690**

 

, 
p<0.01) which suggest that mutational pressure played a role in 
codon usage bias. These results also suggest that compositional 
constraints under mutational pressure determine the codon usage 
pattern for mitochondrial protein-coding genes supporting the 
result of Butt et. al.[17]. 

Table 1: Correlation between overall nucleotide composition (A%, T%, G%, C%, GC %) and nucleotide composition at the third position of 
codon (A3%, T3%, G3%, C3%, GC3%) 

  A3% T3% G3% C3% GC3% 
A% -.077 .245 .492 -.286 -.104 
T% .502 -.207 -.386 -.200 -.477 
G% -.158 .062 -.204 .203 .152 
C% -.318 -.251 -.084 .508 .623
GC% 

* 
-.448 -.133 -.312 .657 .690* ** 

 

DISCUSSION 

Synonymous codons are not used uniformly during protein 
biosynthesis, and different genes from the same species or from 
different species have an obvious pattern of codon usage bias.  

Several factors are involved in codon usage bias, such as GC composition, 
expression level, gene length, mutational bias, and natural selection [20, 
21]. Codon usage pattern is a genetic feature of a variety of organisms. 
The overall GC% content was lower, and the genes are found to be AT 
rich. Based on RSCU, the most frequent codons were found to end with A 
or C supporting the result of Zhang et. al. [22]. 

From RSCU analysis, the over-represented and the under-represented 
codons in the genes were elucidated. The role of natural selection in 
codon usage bias is evident from the use of preferred codons that 
match the most abundant tRNA. It results in an increase in 
translational efficiency and accuracy. Carlini and Stephan (2001) 
introduced unpreferred codons into the coding sequences of alcohol 
dehydrogenase gene (Adh) in Drosophila and observed a significant 
decrease in ADH protein production with increasing number of 
unpreferred codons [18].  

The ENC values calculated for the mitochondrial protein-coding genes 
indicated that the codon usage bias of these genes was weak. Behura and 
Severson also reported that codon usage bias in Dipteran and 
Hymenopteran sequenced genomes was also weak [20]. 

We found mutational pressure affects the codon usage pattern in 
mitochondrial protein-coding genes. Shacklton et. al. also revealed 
that ENC was highly correlated with the overall GC content in DNA 

virus, which suggests that mutation pressure mainly influences the 
codon usage bias [23]. 

CONCLUSION 

The overall codon usage bias of mitochondrial genes was found to be 
low, and the expression level of the gene was high. Our study also 
elucidated the under-represented codons which could reduce the 
gene expression level and thereby hold potential applications in 
cancer biology. 
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